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XML, Web Services, and the Data Revolution (Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2002
"Frank Coyle's XML,Web Services, and the Data Revolution does a great job of explaining the XML phenomenon by clearly describing where it came from, why it has proved so useful, and where it is likely to take us."—Michael Champion

XML, Web Services, and the Data Revolution presents a...
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The Grid: Core TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Find out which technologies enable the Grid and how to employ them successfully!
   This invaluable text provides a complete, clear, systematic, and practical understanding of the technologies that enable the Grid. The authors outline all the components necessary to create a Grid infrastructure that enables support for a range...
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Microsoft(R) .NET XML Web Services (Sams White Book)Sams Publishing, 2001
This book will therefore serve as both an introductory title and an in-depth reference that will grow with the reader as they begin to create their own Web Services.  They will come to understand what Web Services are, where they fit into the 'big picture' and will have many coding examples to choose from within the first five chapters.  As they...
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Perl in A Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
This complete guide to the Perl programming language ranges widely through the Perl programmer's universe, gathering together in a convenient form a wealth of information about Perl itself and its application to CGI scripts, XML processing, network programming, database interaction, and graphical user interfaces. The book is an ideal reference for...
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Office 2003 XMLO'Reilly, 2003
For many users, the appearance of  Office 2003 has meant a slightly updated version of a familiar tool,  another episode in the continuous development of a popular and  widely-used piece of software. For some users, however, the  appearance of Office 2003 is a herald of tumultuous change. This  version of Office liberates the information stored in...
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Web Service Contract Design and Versioning for SOAPrentice Hall, 2008

	The Ultimate Guide for Designing and Governing Web Service Contracts


	 


	For Web services to succeed as part of SOA, they require balanced, effective technical contracts that enable services to be evolved and repeatedly reused for years to come....
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Pro PHP XML and Web ServicesApress, 2006
XML and its associated technologies have been around for many years. Although some support has been available, it has not always been easy to work with XML using PHP. This all changed with the release of PHP 5. The inclusion of a variety of XML processors provides a developer with an arsenal of tools to tackle virtually any type of challenge...
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Android Best PracticesApress, 2013

	Android Best Practices by Godfrey Nolan shows you how to make your Android apps stand out from the crowd with great reviews. Why settle for just making any Android app? Build a brilliant Android app instead that lets your users praise it for ease of use, better performance, and more.

	

	Using a series of example apps...
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Strategic XMLSams Publishing, 2007
Trying to learn useful things about XML can be hard. XML is so flexible and can be used for so many things, descriptions of it have a bad tendency to be vague, never touching the real world. Or they are too detailed and technical to easily understand. This book has a really nice balance of these factors. For example, if you want to know what a web...
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Developing Web Services with Apache Axis2TipTec Development, 2008

	If you'd like to learn how to create web services (in particular, using Apache Axis2) and make some sense of various standards like SOAP, WSDL, MTOM, WS-Addressing, WS-Security, WS-Policy, XML Encryption and XML Signature, then this book is for you. Why? First, it has a tutorial style that walks you through in a step-by-step manner....
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Understanding Web Services Specifications and the WSEMicrosoft Press, 2003
Explore the emerging specifications—and the latest tools—for implementing  advanced Web services using Microsoft technologies. Keep pace with evolving Web  services specifications—and get developer-to-developer insights for using them  to deliver advanced, interoperable solutions for Microsoft .NET. This guide  provides a...
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Pragmatic Ajax: A Web 2.0 PrimerPragmatic Bookshelf, 2006
This is a book about developing effective web applications. We’re not
going to dance around this issue. Underneath everything else, this
book is about XHTML, JavaScript, CSS, and standards that have been
around for almost a decade now. Not only do we admit this truth,
we embrace it. Just because these standards have been...
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